
SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES ON AXINITE

M. A. PBecocx, University oJ Toronto, Toronlo, Canad,a.

The following notes supplement a recent paper (1937) on the crystal-
lography of axinite. The question of symmetry was purposely not
broached in the original paper since the issue seemed unclear. The new
f orms and confirmatory measurements have only recently become avail-
able. The remaining points refer to more or less inaccessible observations
which had escaped my notice. For calling attention to the two neglected
settings of axinite by Fedorov full credit is due to Professor Wartan N.
Lododnikow of Leningrad, who was also kind enough to refer me to his
paper (1927) describing twinning and a new form on axinite.

SvulrBrnv

Despite the fact that there are several early notices of a positive pyro-

electric effect in axinite (Hintze, 1897), pointing to the absence of a
symmetry centre and therefore to the pedial (hemihedral) class of the
triclinic system, axinite is generally accepted as belonging to the pina-
koidal (holohedral) class and was given as such by the present writer.
This contradiction was realized at the time and an effort was made to
obtain new observations which might decide the question. Crystals of
axinite from near Easton, Pennsylvania and mangan-axinite from
Franklin, New Jersey, were sent to Dr. Sterling B. Hendricks, Bureau
of Chemistry and Soils, Washington, D.C., who kindly undertook to
make tests for pyro- and piezoelectricity, using recently described
methods. The following are excerpts from Dr. Hendricks' privately
communicated reports:

Jefierson tested the piezoelectric character of the two axinite specimens, using an oscil-

lator of the t)pe recommended by Giebe and Scheibe [1925]. The result was negative under

conditions that gave a positive test on meta nitro aniline which shows a weak piezoelectric

behaviour. I tested the pyroelectric character after the Martin [1931] method . A

negative result was obtained under conditions that gave positive results for alunite and
jarosite.-Jan. 26, 1937.

I was aware that axinite has been described as being pyroelectric and I for one think

that the former tests are correct. . . We place absolutely no faith in the tests lGiebe and

Scheibe; Martinl or in our ability of applying them. However we always make them since

a positive resuit is undeniable.-Feb. 4, 1937.

Thus, although Dr. Hendricks made it clear that negative pyro- and
piezoelectric tests are valueless, it seemed that the early positive result
lacked confirmation and that, therefore, there was insufficient ground
for questioning the accepted pinakoidal symmetry of axinite.
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It was overlooked, however, that Martin himself (1931) reported a

positive pyroelectric effect in axinite, thus confirming the early work.

Since a positive result is undeniable we must, according to accepted

theory, place axinite in the pedial class in which each form is represented

by a single plane (pedion). Although it might prove possible, by an

extended research, to fix the position of a unique polar axis in axinite
and separate the apparently pinakoidal forms into positive and negative
pedions, this would be a difficult and perhaps unprofitable undertaking.

Cnvsrer,r,ocRAPHrc Snrrntcs

In addition to the seventeen settings of axinite previously discussed
or briefly mentioned (1937), three more have come to the writer's at-
tention: two by Fedorov, much of whose valuable work is inaccessible
in America, and one b1' Schiebold who gives lattice dimensions for axinite
in a new setting in a long footnote to an extended paper on the feldspars.

Fedoroa (1901): In his earlier setting Fedorov treats axinite as a
hypo-hexagonal species with a four-index notation. It would be rlifficult
to derive the transformation to the normal setting in this case, and of
little value, since Fedorov later abandoned the hypo-hexagonal setting
in favour of a happier orientation.

Fedoroo (1920): In his monumental work Das Krystollreich Fedorov
treats axinite as a hypo-cubic species and relates his setting to that of
Dana (1892) by the transformation:

Dana to Fedorov: 200/002/110

Since the transformation Peacock to Dana is 010/210/001 (Donnay,
1937) we have, by multiplication of matrices, Peacock to Fedorov:
010/001 /100, giving the inverse transformation:

Fedorov to Peacock : 001/100/010

This transformation simply represents an interchange of axesl and thus
we see that, in this case, Fedorov's "richtige Aufstellung" is the same as
the writer's "normal setting" except in the purely arbitrary matter of
naming the axes of the lattice cell.

Schiebold, (1931): This setting, given by structural lattice dimensions
which will be considered later, can be related to ours only if we assume
that Schiebold's axial angle 7:[100]:[010] is the supplement of the
proper value. Such errors are common in the literature of axinite. In
that case the transformation is:

Schiebold to Peacock: 00T/010/100

which likewise simply represents an interchange of axes.
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Thus, in all, we have six settings of the correct lattice cell: Miller
(1852), Goldschmidt (1386), Goldschmidt (1897), Fedorov (1920)
Schiebold (1931), Peacock (1937). This clearly shows how important it
is to follow some simple rules, as proposed in the normal setting, that
admit only one of the twenty-four orientations in which a given triclinic
cell may be placed.l

FuNraunNrar, ANcrns

In an extended work on the morphology of axinite, which appeared
while the writer's paper was in press, Heritsch (1937) tabulates the
mean values for a series of new measurements on four of the principal
forms on axinite crystals from six localities. Heritsch uses the orienta-
tion of Goldschmidt (1897) which is related to ours by the transforma-
t ion:

Goldschmidt to Peacock : I00 /010 /001

Heritsch's angles compare with the calculated values of Miller (Gold-
schmidt, 1897) and Palache (Peacock, 1937) as follows:

Hnnttscn Mrr.lun (Gor.) Par-acrre

Form 180"-d
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o TT2
r  1 1 1
s T21

The three sets of angles are very nearly alike and thus we have confir-
mation of the accuracy of Palache's definitive elements which were based
on a judicious combination of many old and new measurements.

Fonus

From Heritsch's careful study we may add four well established new
forms to Palache's l ist:

Ko{320} Heritsch: R:13201 Palache
I l2l2l Heritsch: I: l2l2l Palache
A {I02}Heritsch: A: {102} Palache
7, 302]r Heritsch: E {3021 Palache

Heritsch also accepts two previously reported forms which are not
mentioned by Palache. Neither of these seems sufficiently well sup-

1 Take the axis of the main zone as [001]. Let (001) slope front-right. Make [010]
longer than 11001.
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ported to be included in the list of accepted forms; they may be retained
as uncertain, subject to confirmation.

s{T73} Flink (1916), setting of Dana (1892): {3f3} Palache. Such confusion surrounds

the indices of this form (Heritsch, 7937, p.264) that it is better regarded as uncertain.

1[313 ] Lododnikow (1927), setting of Schrauf (1870) : {1T2 } Palache. Determined once

with the microscope on a minute grain.

LamrcB DrMBNsroNs

The lattice dimensions of axinite given by Schiebold (1931, p. 311,
footnote 36) are based on previously unpublished measurements by
Schiebold and Eulitz on a crystal from Bourg d'Oisans. The method of
measurement and limits of error are not stated. Replacing Schiebold and
Eulitz's original value for the axial angle .y by its supplement and trans-
forming the elements according to the formula already given we have

Scrmsorl & Euurz
PBrcocn (1937)

Original Transformed

A 0

bo
C t

q

^v

8.966A
e .0174
7 .O2oi\
1020 38',
82"0r'
88 '11 ' , [91 '49 ' , ]

7 .0204
9 .0r7 A
8 e66A
91" 49',
97" 59',
77" 22',

7 . 1 s 1 4
9.1844
s .9354
9r" 52',
98'09'
77" 19',

the satisfactory sornpa,rison given above. The writer's values were
obtained from Weissenberg photographs about each of the three
principal lattice axes, giving accurate duplicate values for the spacings
of the axial planes and precise values, independentof the external geom-
etry, for the reciprocal axial angles.

TwtNNrNc

In stating that axinite is free from twinning (1937, p. 591) the writer
was unaware of a paper by Lodo6nikow (1927) who described twinning
in a single grain of axinite (0.1 mm.'?) in a rock section, on the basis of
observations with the microscope and universal stage. In Schrauf's
notation Lododnikow determined the composition plane of the inter-
growth as (110) and the twin axis as the edge (110)/(313):[33a]. In
our notation the twin law would be: twin axis [023] ;composition plane
(100).

While admiring the skill with which this observation was made and
the ingenuity of theargument leading tothe symbol (313),which isfur-
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ther advanced as the new form 1, we feel that Dr. Lododnikow's twin
law requires confirmation on goniometrically measurable crystals.

Sulruany

To an earlier account of the crystallography of axinite (1937) the
following may be added. Symmetry: pedial rather than pinakoidal.
Forms:J(;{ s2ol, t  : l2Izl,  4:{rgz\, Z{soz} (Heritsch, resT);uncer-
tain: f  313f (Fl ink,1916), l t :ZJ (f,oaodnikolr ' ,  1927). Twinning (re-
quires confirmation): twin axis [OZ:], composition plane (100) (Lodod-
nikcw, 1927).

Three previously overlooked settings of axinite are given: Fedorov
(1901), Fedorov (1920), Schiebold (1931). Palache's geometrical ele-
ments are confirmed by new measurements (Heritsch, 1937). Previously
unnoticed lattice dimensions (Schiebold and Eulitz, 1931) are in essential
agreement with Peacock's structural elements.
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